Active8 Sheffield Summer Football Tournament 2015 - Week 4
Week 4 of our Summer Football Tournament saw Jack-in-a-box take on Active8-Sheffield at
King Edwards Community Sports Centre.
Jack-in-a-box dominated the first half but struggled to force Cleland into any meaningful
saves with Active8 happy to soak up the pressure and break with the pace of Williams and
Sharif. Jack-in-a-box were passing the ball around, trying to bring the Active8 players out
of position but Active8 stayed solid to keep the score at 0 – 0 at half time.
Active8-Sheffield made some changes at HT with manager Nathan Reid bringing himself on
for Sharif. Reid nearly made an immediate impact from the kick-off as the ball was played
back to Redhead who played the ball to Reid over the top of Jack’s defence, it looked like
a certain goal but Reid missed the ball which would of made it 1 – 0 if he had connected.
The second half was all Active8 as they began to create chances pulling the Jack-in-a-box
defence around with the movement of Reid and Williams up top. This pressure paid off as
Sharif again probing from his new position out wide sent a cross come shot in that should
been dealt with by the keeper but he spilled this leaving Reid with a tap in from 5 yards to
make it 1 – 0. Active8 didn’t try to sit on the lead as there went hunting for a second with
Brown coming close with an header from 6 yards out and although Jack-in-a-box pushed
hard for an equaliser they failed to create any chance of note in the final minutes.
Week 5 will see Norton Oaks take on Jack-in-a-box at King Edwards Community Sports
Centre, with both teams looking to get back to winning ways before the second round of
fixtures start in week 6.

